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Functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) is a relatively young tool for under-
standing how the brain’s activities contrib-
ute to physical and psychological processes. 
In the roughly 20 years since its introduc-
tion, fMRI has developed at an astound-
ing rate regarding advances in both the 
acquisition of images, as well as improved 
post-acquisition analysis (Bandettini, 
2011). Blood oxygenation level depend-
ent (BOLD) activity is its key measure and 
most studies rely on contrasts between two 
conditions of interest (e.g., BOLD signal 
during exposure to painful stimuli > signal 
during exposure to non-painful stimuli) to 
identify regions of functional significance. 
Alternately, electrophysiological techniques 
provide direct measures of neural activ-
ity in comparison to neuroimaging tech-
niques. Deciphering the precise activity 
of the brain, in normal and pathological 
conditions, is of paramount importance; 
both neuroimaging and electrophysiologi-
cal techniques will likely be crucial in this 
regard.
The BOLD signal has been thought 
of as a correlate of local synaptic activity 
(neuronal and possibly glial activity; e.g., 
Schummers et al., 2008), and recent studies 
using combined optogenetic imaging and 
fMRI have supported this central assump-
tion (Lee et al., 2010). The hemodynamic 
response that underpins the BOLD signal 
is predominantly based on the displace-
ment of deoxyhemoglobin by inflowing 
oxygenated hemoglobin. As such, BOLD 
signals rely heavily on blood volume and 
flow, as well as on oxygen consumption, all 
factors which are generally (but not always) 
positively correlated with neuronal activ-
ity (i.e., neurovascular coupling). (For more 
discussion on BOLD signal mechanisms, 
see Logothetis and Wandell, 2004.) While 
the underlying nature of positive BOLD 
responses is increasingly agreed upon, 
the mechanisms associated with negative 
BOLD responses (NBRs) are less clear. In 
particular, it is unclear whether the rela-
tionships between neuronal activity and 
positive/NBRs are similar across various 
brain regions, especially between cortex 
and subcortex.
A recent article by Mishra et al. (2011) 
addressed the issue of whether changes in 
neuronal activity (measuring local synap-
tic changes with local field potentials, LFP, 
and broader neuronal firing rates with 
multi-unit activity, MUA) corresponded to 
changes in fMRI-related signals (i.e., BOLD, 
as well as independent measures of blood 
volume and flow). They questioned whether 
the relationship between neuronal activity 
and fMRI signals would be similar for the 
cerebral cortex and subcortical structures, 
such as the caudate–putamen and the thala-
mus. Looking at both spontaneous brain 
activity (using an animal model of human 
absence epilepsy) and stimulus-induced 
activity (using tactile whisker stimulation) 
in rats, they found that increased activa-
tions in the sensory cortex and thalamus 
were observed across both neuroimaging 
and electrophysiological methodologies. 
Alternately, however, deactivations in the 
caudate–putamen (noted with BOLD, 
CBV, and CBF) occurred in conjunction 
with increases (LFP) or reductions (MUA) 
in neuronal activation (though MUA reduc-
tions were still greater than baseline and so 
were not deactivations; as summarized in 
Figure 8 of their paper).
Given their findings, the authors sug-
gest that neurovascular coupling (i.e., that 
neuronal activity correlates positively with 
changes in CBF) does not hold for some 
subcortical structures, such as the caudate–
putamen. While neuronal mechanisms are 
generally believed to drive most BOLD 
signals, they state that the dissociation in 
the caudate–putamen demonstrates that 
a primary decrease in neuronal activation 
is not the mechanism associated with the 
decreased BOLD signal in this instance. 
They suggest that a decrease in CBF (with-
out a corresponding decrease in neural 
activity) is the most likely candidate mech-
anism, arising perhaps from high activity 
increases in nearby regions (the so-called 
“vascular steal” effect) or from local vaso-
constriction. Also, the large increase in LFP 
coupled with the reduced mean neuronal 
firing rate (MUA) may be explained by 
strong striatal inhibitory neuronal activ-
ity, which would produce large changes in 
synaptic activity (LFP) but would generally 
inhibit cell firing (MUA).
This work advances our understanding 
of the neurovascular coupling of the BOLD 
signal in fMRI and warns against the overly 
simplistic assumption of functional homo-
geneity across brain regions, especially 
when comparing cortical and subcortical 
activations. If neurovascular coupling can-
not be assumed in some subcortical regions, 
current interpretations of subcortical acti-
vations in fMRI studies may be called into 
question (e.g., caudate–putamen activa-
tions in reward studies may not be strictly 
related to net increases in neuronal activ-
ity). Nonetheless, the question of whether 
this issue is tied exclusively to subcortical 
(as opposed to cortical) regions, and if and 
how this affects NBR-related mechanisms, 
is unclear. Indeed, future studies should 
consider whether changes in subcortical 
BOLD activity (particularly NBR) reflect 
corresponding changes in neuronal acti-
vation and may require researchers to use 
a combination of techniques, such as that 
used in Mishra et al. (2011).
Other studies, however, suggest that cor-
tical BOLD deactivations do not always cor-
respond to electrophysiological measures. 
For instance, a recent study by Yuan et al. 
(2011) compared spatially coregistered elec-
troencephalographic oscillations and BOLD 
signals in the human sensorimotor cortex 
during a finger tapping task. They found 
that while positive BOLD signals correlated 
well with the EEG data (they overlapped 
and were negatively correlated with alpha, 
8–13 Hz, and beta, 13–30 Hz, bands), NBRs 
did not – suggesting a differential coupling 
between neuronal activity and positive 
and negative BOLD signals. Moreover, at 
least one study has shown that some NBRs 
can be produced in non-neuronal tissue 
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2011). Alternately, other studies in rats have 
demonstrated that the negative changes 
in hemodynamic response (as seen using 
optical imaging, laser Doppler flowmetry, 
or fMRI BOLD) noted in cortical regions 
following tactile stimulation corresponded 
well with decreases in neuronal activation 
(using multi-unit recording; Boorman 
et al., 2010; Yin et al., 2011).
The data from Mishra et al. (2011) and 
others suggest to us that the observed dif-
ferential neurovascular coupling is per-
haps less an issue of cortical vs. subcortical 
function, and perhaps more related to an 
unclear understanding of the underlying 
mechanisms of fMRI BOLD signal deac-
tivations. (Nonetheless, we must concede 
that some interesting differences may yet 
be uncovered between cortex and subcortex, 
given the comparatively smaller, more intri-
cately defined, subcortical regions and their 
associated microvasculature.) This is under-
scored by the fact that most fMRI studies do 
not report their findings of BOLD deactiva-
tions, which may show greater variability 
across subjects compared to positive BOLD 
(e.g., Yin et al., 2011), and given the numer-
ous factors which may contribute to the 
generation of NBR noted above.
Nonetheless, what is clear is that a large 
component of the NBR does appear to be 
related to neuronal activity, and positive and 
negative BOLD signals occur simultane-
ously and likely even overlap spatially (e.g., 
via different cortical layers; see Boorman 
et al., 2010). Given its importance in inter-
preting neuroimaging data, we would like to 
make three basic proposals aimed at helping 
further elucidate the role of BOLD deac-
tivations: use consistent terminology and 
report all deactivations; consider using an 
independent baseline; further explore the 
link between neurotransmission and BOLD 
deactivations.
Reporting deactivations will be most 
useful if it is clear how they have been 
measured. “Negative BOLD response” is 
often used in reference to decreased signal 
changes compared to a resting state con-
dition in which the subject is explicitly 
instructed to close their eyes or stare at a 
fixation cross without actively engaging in 
mental activity (see Northoff et al., 2010 for 
discussion). In contrast, the BOLD signals 
in most studies are derived from contrasts 
between two conditions (with one as a rela-
tive control). In this case, “BOLD deactiva-
tion” refers to a relatively lower signal in 
one condition over another, and in the pres-
ence of an implicit global baseline specific 
to each experiment (thus, signal changes 
extracted from regions of interest cannot 
be quantitatively compared across studies). 
In this usage, NBRs are specific instances of 
BOLD deactivation, whereas not all deac-
tivations are NBRs. Currently, these terms 
are sometimes used interchangeably (e.g., 
Yin et al., 2011).
While comparing signal changes across 
tasks is informative, including resting state 
periods (as an approximate measure of the 
brain’s intrinsic activity) in the study design 
may be additionally useful (Northoff et al., 
2010). In particular, including distinct rest-
ing state conditions (e.g., staring at a fixation 
cross or an eye’s closed period) before, after, 
and possibly throughout the experiment(s) 
of interest may provide an independent 
baseline for comparison. One could then 
compare the signal changes in the condi-
tion of interest against both the control 
and resting state conditions to determine 
clearly whether the deactivations seen are 
NBRs, and may allow for further investiga-
tion of the potential context-dependence 
of neurovascular coupling regarding NBRs. 
This approach also allows the comparison 
of signal changes across experiments and 
the ability to look for potential baseline 
drift. Interestingly, while the approach of 
considering the baseline independently is 
standard throughout the electrophysiologi-
cal literature (e.g., Yuan et al., 2011) it is 
less commonly used in fMRI experiments.
It is important to briefly underscore some 
of the conceptual issues when considering 
the use of a baseline in fMRI. For instance, 
some brain regions actually increase their 
activity during the so-called resting state 
(when alert subjects are instructed to relax 
and not focus on external or internal stim-
uli; e.g., while staring at a fixation cross or 
closing their eyes). A common example of 
such a resting state network is the default 
mode network (e.g., perigenual anterior 
cingulate and posterior cingulate cortices), 
which also shows deactivations when sub-
jects actively perform tasks. Although fMRI 
resting state and animal electrophysiology 
studies on oscillatory networks (Zuo et al., 
2010) strongly support the notion of intrin-
sic brain activity, an absolute definition 
may be challenging given that the brain is 
never truly at rest. The continual barrage 
of sensory and interoceptive information 
(which likely varies across experimental 
conditions) makes capturing a true resting 
state impossible. However, given its poten-
tial importance on global brain function, 
we recommend using a reasonable opera-
tional definition of this baseline activity in 
conjunction with the best available methods 
(e.g., fixation cross or eyes closed). Future 
studies should also consider using more 
quantitative fMRI measures such as those 
described recently by Pike (2011). Also, see 
Northoff et al. (2010) for further discus-
sion of these conceptual and methodologi-
cal issues.
Finally, as evidence suggests that BOLD 
signals are tightly coupled to synaptic activ-
ity, future studies should aim to character-
ize the relationships between BOLD activity 
and neurotransmission since this has the 
potential to dramatically shift views of 
brain activity in normal and pathophysio-
logical functioning. In particular, studies in 
humans (using multimodal imaging, such as 
combining fMRI with magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy) and other animals (combin-
ing electrophysiological and/or imaging 
with neurochemical measures) should fur-
ther explore the hypothesis that NBRs are 
related primarily to inhibitory post-synap-
tic potentials. Indeed, some recent studies in 
humans (Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2011) 
and rats (Boorman et al., 2010) suggest that 
the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA may 
be a key mediator of the NBR.
In summary, Mishra and colleagues pro-
vided additional evidence of the complex-
ity of fMRI BOLD activations and helped 
to raise a number of interesting questions, 
while also demonstrating the added value 
of combining technologies. To assist in 
answering these important questions, which 
affect nearly all fMRI studies, we suggest the 
consistent use of operationalized terms and 
the collection of independent baseline con-
ditions. In addition, we recommend more 
studies which use translational and/or mul-
timodal approaches, such as that used in 
Mishra et al. (2011), for better testing the 
hypothesis that NBRs are driven largely 
by decreases in neuronal activity related 
to inhibitory neurotransmission. The pre-
cise mechanisms of NBRs or deactivations 
must be fully understood for a complete 
and accurate interpretation of neuroimag-
ing data.
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